
Lesotho Public Financial Management Hackathon

Screening criteria for Top 10 teams selection
The following is an outline selection criteria that will be used to determine the best 10 proposals submitted
for the Lesotho Public Financial Management Hackathon. Each weighting is a discretion of each panel
member based on the proposal before them.

# Criterion Description Weight

1 Development
Approach

An approach to establishing the digital signature utility in Lesotho
using digital ID infrastructure.

- The team understands the requirements of the hackathon
- Clear articulation of the process that will be undertaken to

develop the digital key
- A ministry has been identified with a scenario evident on

what needs to be authenticated on the system
- It is an innovative approach, something new or improves

existing means of authentication

25

2 High-level
Architecture

An overview of the architecture that will form basis of the creation of
the digital signature utility

- The architecture diagram provides a clear “overview first”
look at first glance

- The teams has show outlined the System Context and
Containers of the architecture to visualize a static structure
of the digital signature utility

- There is an indication of what APIs will be produced and
how they will interface with other systems

- Did the team specify any software and/or hardware
requirements needed to implement the digital signature
utility?

- Open Source technologies (framework, programming
languages, libraries, development utilities, etc.) are used

- The architecture is clear, has flow and adequately depict
what is to be developed and how it is going to integrate with
IFMIS and the National ID infrastructure

C4 Model book may be used as a reference point (chapter 34)

25

3 Interoperability
and Reusability

An outline of how the digital signature can easily be integrated
and/or adapted into any other systems

- The proposed solution must implement an abstract model
that can be implemented in any programming language
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https://leanpub.com/visualising-software-architecture/read#leanpub-auto-the-c4-model


- Clear indication of what data will be managed through the
utility and what information will be shared with other systems

- Outline of other applicable scenarios in which the utility
would be used in

- Team has outlined a plan of integration with IFMIS
- Indication of how the chosen technologies are supported

and the ease of migration / upgrade

4 Security The team is required to adhere to a secure approach in the proposal
submitted

- All the risks and vulnerabilities have been identified with a
clear plan of mitigation

- Secure By Design principles are adhered to - security
considered from the beginning

- Does the team cite any information security law, policies or
framework in relation to IFMIS

- The team indicated how data will be stored, processed and
presented within an OSI model

15

5 Team capability Skill sets of the team to show capability in implementation based on
the reflection of the required composition

- Has the team indicated how their acquired skills will be
utilized in the development of the prototype?

- There is an indication of each member and their role for the
development to be undertaken

- Team presents confidence based on skills spread, past /
similar projects or experience in relation to required skill sets

15


